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II. Plans Team Manager  
 
 
Demobilization Planning   
 
Upon receiving a demobilization order from the IST, Plans Team Managers shall coordinate with 
Logistics Team Managers and Task Force Leaders on the conditions of the Demobilization Order. The 
many functions involved in mobilizing the task force shall need to be coordinated in reverse and 
additional considerations taken into account in order for the task force to be demobilized and returned to a 
state of readiness. Some of the conditions of the demobilization order that need to be readily addressed 
include whether there is mandatory stand down time at or near the incident, the time it will take to 
demobilize equipment and prepare for transport, personnel rehab time upon return home, and cache rehab 
time allotted to return the cache to a state of readiness. 
  
Personnel Performance Evaluations  
 
Performance evaluations for task force personnel shall be complete during demobilization (ICS 225). The 
Plans Team Manager shall coordinate the distribution of evaluation forms to task force managers, leader 
and officers to complete for all assigned personnel and return prior to dismissal of the task force at the 
designated point of arrival after deployment. 
  
Deployment Surveys  
 
Deployment surveys links will be distributed to all personnel during demobilization. These surveys 
provide a method for those who deployed to provide comments about things that went well, things that 
did not go well, and/or suggestions for improvements to include as best practices or to include in the after 
action report.  
 
Personnel Rehab Time  
 
During the negotiation process of the demobilization plan the task force leader, ESF Group Supervisor 
and IST Leader will discuss and determine the amount of personnel rehab time that will be authorized 
upon return to the task force home base. The number of hours authorized will be dependent on the type of 
event, duration of the activation, and activities conducted during operations.  
 
After Action Report  
 
The plans team manager in conjunction with all team managers, task force leader(s) and specifically the 
program manager(s) are tasked with producing and providing the after action report for all federal task 
force activations. The after action report should include a synopsis of the event, best practices, and 
lessons learned in order for this information to be disseminated to other task forces as a learning tool. The 
after action report is due 630 days after demobilization from the incident.  
 
 

III. Logistics Manager  
 
Post Operations/Pre-Departure - Cache Inventory Status Review  
 
Upon notification of proposed demobilization date and time, Logistics Managers will coordinate an 
inventory status review of cache equipment and supplies access during deployment. This inventory 



 

review will include identifying tools and equipment that were used during operations and supplies that 
were expended and not replaced by the IST up to the point that the inventory status review was 
completed. From this status review, an estimate of the rehab hours needed and quantities of re-supply 
items will be determined. This review will also identify equipment needing repair or replacement so that 
documentation can be completed and executed with the IST Leader and/or IST Logistics Chief prior to 
departure of the task force from the incident location.  
 
 
Estimate of Cache Rehab Hours Required  
 
The estimated hours for cache rehab will depend on the type of activation and level of operations. The 
FEMA US&R Program provides a standard guideline indicating 400 hours for a Type I incident. These 
hours may need to be negotiated by the Task Force Leader/IST Leader and the ESF 9 Group Supervisor in 
consideration of the extent to which the task force was involved in operations. The following list includes 
types of activations and estimated task force rehab hours required:  
 
Type I – Staging Only Event  
 
40 Hours –  Deployment Issued Items & Totes  
80 Hours –  Personal Gear Bags (1 hour per bag)  
30 Hours –  Vehicle Off-loading, Cleaning & Maintenance  
60 Hours –  Equipment and Supply Rehab & Inventory, Includes Admin Kits, Items Accessed for 

Training, Ordering and Replacement of Expendable Supplies  
40 Hours –  Inventory & Maintenance Documentation  
250 Hours 
  
Type I – Search & Recon Event  
 
40 Hours –  Deployment Issued Items & Totes  
100 Hours –  Personal Gear Bags  
30 Hours –  Vehicle Off-loading, Cleaning & Maintenance  
140 Hours – Equipment and Supply Rehab & Inventory, Includes Search & Recon Kits, Structures 

Kits, Minor Rescue Equipment, Base of Operations Equipment and Supplies, 
Communications Equipment, Admin Kits, Ordering and Replacement of Expendable 
Supplies  

60 Hours –  Inventory & Maintenance Documentation  
370 Hours 
  
Type I – Collapse Operations Event  
 
40 Hours   Deployment Issued Items & Totes  
100 Hours  Personal Gear Bags  
40 Hours  Vehicle Off-loading, Cleaning & Maintenance  
300 Hours   Equipment and Supply Rehab & Inventory, Includes Search & Recon Kits, Structures 

Kits, All Rescue Equipment, Base of Operations Equipment and Supplies, 
Communications Equipment, Admin Kits, Ordering and Replacement of Expendable 
Supplies  

80 Hours   Inventory & Maintenance Documentation  
560 Hours  
 
 



 

Haz-Mat Staging Only  
 
40 Hours   Deployment Issued Items & Totes  
80 Hours  Personal Gear Bags (1 hour per bag)  
40 Hours  Vehicle Off-loading, Cleaning & Maintenance  
80 Hours  Equipment and Supply Rehab & Inventory, Includes Admin Kits, All WMD Equipment 

and Items Accessed for Training, Ordering and Replacement of Expendable Supplies  
60 Hours   Inventory & Maintenance Documentation  
300 Hours  
 
Haz-Mat Operations Event  
 
40 Hours  Deployment Issued Items & Totes  
100 Hours   Personal Gear Bags  
40 Hours  Vehicle Off-loading, Cleaning & Maintenance  
300 Hours   Equipment and Supply Rehab & Inventory, Includes Search & Recon Kits, Structures 

Kits, All WMD Equipment, Moderate Rescue Equipment, Base of Operations Equipment 
and Supplies, Communications Equipment, Admin Kits, Ordering and Replacement of 
Expendable Supplies  

80 Hours   Inventory & Maintenance Documentation  
560 Hours  
 
Type III – Staging Only Event  
 
20 Hours  Deployment Issued Items & Totes  
40 Hours  Personal Gear Bags (1 hour per bag)  
30 Hours  Vehicle Off-loading, Cleaning & Maintenance  
40 Hours   Equipment and Supply Rehab & Inventory, Includes Admin Kits, Items Accessed for 
Training,  

Ordering and Replacement of Expendable Supplies  
30 Hours   Inventory & Maintenance Documentation  
160 Hours  
 
Type III – Search & Recon Event  
 
40 Hours   Deployment Issued Items & Totes 
100 Hours  Personal Gear Bags  
30 Hours  Vehicle Off-loading, Cleaning & Maintenance  
80 Hours  Equipment and Supply Rehab & Inventory, Includes Search & Recon Kits, 
Structures Kits,  

Minor Rescue Equipment, Base of Operations Equipment and Supplies, Communications  
Equipment, Admin Kits, Ordering and Replacement of Expendable Supplies  

30 Hours  Inventory & Maintenance Documentation  
280 Hours  
 
 
IST Issued Equipment - Government Property on Personal Charge  
 
Logistics Managers will maintain a file during deployment for equipment issued by the IST that would 
need to be returned upon demobilization of the task force. When items are returned, a status report on the 
condition of the items should be provided to the IST Logistics Chief.  Appropriate signatures on forms 



 

should be obtained to indicate that UT-TF1 has returned the items and a copy of this documentation 
retained on file showing return of the item by UT-TF1. Include forms with deployment documentation. In 
the event that equipment issued by the IST was damaged, destroyed, or missing, a FF119-7-1-1 form will 
be filled out and forwarded to the IST Logistics Chief in order for them to process the replacement of the 
item(s). 
  
IST Re-supply  
 
Whenever possible, the task force should work to obtain re-supply of expendable items from the IST prior 
to departure for demobilization. This would replenish supplies prior to departure for demobilization and 
place the equipment cache in a higher state of readiness in the event that the task force was redeployed 
while enroute home. This also reduces the amount of supplies to be reordered and the shipping time to the 
task force that would be required during cache rehab. All items received from the IST should be properly 
documented to maintain accountability. Major items may need to be added to the UT-TF1 inventory 
database with information pertaining to the method and funding for which these items were acquired. 
Expiration dates when required should be updated for any expendable items re-supplied by the IST.  
 
Personnel Issued Gear Inventory  
 
All personnel will be required to conduct a personal issued gear inventory prior to departure from the 
incident location. The inventory forms and gear packing lists are included in each task force member’s 
gear bags. Demobilization of any deployment issued equipment or supplies for personal use shall also be 
conducted to enable logistics to estimate the amount of supplies needed and whether any equipment needs 
replaced or repaired. The collection of these items will also reduce the amount of rehab time needed to 
place all personal gear bags back into service.  
 
 
 
Lost/Damaged Equipment - Government Property Loss Damage Report  
 
In the event that equipment or personal gear items are reported lost, damaged, destroyed, or stolen, 
current FEMA Forms will be completed by the person reporting the loss or damage. Logistics will assist 
with any part numbers that may be needed. The task force member is responsible to provide a statement 
on the form as to the reason for the loss or damage and sign as the person providing the report. Logistics 
will coordinate the processing of the form to the IST Leader, ESF 9 Group Supervisor as required to 
authorize replacement or repair.  
 
BoO and Forward Staging Area Demobilization  
 
Logistics and Plans will coordinate the timeframe for the demobilization of forward staging areas and the 
base of operations. Plans will provide a list of the personnel available and logistics will develop a plan 
based on the operational needs of the various functions that need supported. In most cases, sleeping areas 
will be demobilized first, with operational areas being demobilized as their functions diminish in 
preparation for final demobilization.  
 
Convoy Travel Plan  
 
For travel by ground, transportation routes should be determined. The route can be checked on mapping 
software or GPS. Routes should follow main traveled interstates or state highways whenever possible to 
be able to take advantage of available services. The route should be studied for road construction delays. 
The internet can be utilized to access department of roads websites to check road construction projects in 



 

the various states the task force will be traveling through. Weather related events may also cause road 
damage which could cause delayed response if not avoided.  
 
 
Estimated Vehicle Fuel Range:  

 
Semi-tractors and van trucks will move slowest during long haul transport. It is recommended that trucks 
are allowed to reach full range before fueling. The van trucks are temperature controlled and the 
heating/cooling units will be in operation during transport if temperature sensitive items are on board. The 
UT-TF1 Logistics Manager is in charge of coordinating vehicle operations and can assist with 
coordination of route development and periodic stops.  
 
 
Cache Rehab  
 
Cache Rehab Process  
 
Some cache rehab may take place during demobilization of equipment and supplies prior to departure 
from the incident or training location. A more comprehensive cache rehab and inventory process shall 
occur once the task force has returned to its home base. The Logistics Manager and Program Manager 
will coordinate the schedule for cache rehab and product ordering for replacement or re-supply of cache 
equipment and/or supplies. It will be the desire to engage task force members who did not deploy to assist 
with cache rehab. This will provide the opportunity for everyone on the task force to participate as a result 
of the deployment.  
 
 
Inventory Reconciliation  
 
Logistics should have identified items during the cache inventory status check prior to departure from the 
incident or training site that require replacement or repair. During the cache rehab process, a 
comprehensive inventory should be undertaken to ensure that all inventory quantities are accounted for 
and replenished as required in preparation for the next deployment. The task force shall utilize inventory 
lists as checklists to ensure that inventory checks are conducted and to document missing or misplaced 
items.  
 
Equipment Repair or Replacement 
 
Equipment requiring replacement or repair shall be processed by the UT-TF1 Logistics Manager using 
identified vendors and/or service centers and approved by the Program Manager. Equipment requiring 
repair should be sent out as soon as possible upon return so that it can be returned to service as soon as 
possible. Invoices indicating the amounts for repair or replacement of equipment items should be attached 
to any FEMA forms that were completed prior to departure from the incident site. This documentation 
will be required to be included in the reimbursement process.  Follow UT-TF1 procurement policies at 
times during cache rehab activities. 
 

Semi-Tractor/Trailers  Fuel Carried – Diesel 300 Gallons  Range 1800 Miles  
Van Trucks  Fuel Carried – Diesel 125 Gallons  Range 600 Miles  
SUV’s Fuel Carried – Gasoline 28 Gallons  Range 300-350 Miles  
4 x 4 Pickups  Fuel Carried – Gasoline 36 Gallons  Range 400-450 Miles  



 

Re-Supply  
 
For items not re-supplied by the IST prior to departure from the incident or training site, the task force 
shall utilize identified vendors or distributors to re-supply cache items. All invoices shall be maintained 
and submitted to be included in the reimbursement process. Follow UT-TF1 procurement policies at times 
during cache re-supply activities. 
 
 
Return to Readiness  
 
It is the goal of the task force and FEMA that the task force is returned to a state of readiness in regards to 
the equipment cache within 1-2 weeks of return from deployment. The UT-TF1 program manager shall be 
informed of the status of the cache throughout the rehab process and upon return to readiness so that our 
readiness status can be reported to the national program office. The UT-TF1 program manager shall 
update the status of Task Force readiness to the National US&R program upon completion of cache and 
fleet rehab.  
 
FEMA Forms 
FF119-7-1-1 (formally FF61-5) 
FF119-7-1-2 (formally FF61-8) 
FF143-0-1 (formally FF60-1) 
FF61-9 
 
Vehicle Fleet  
 
Vehicle Inspections  
 
Inspections of all vehicles and support equipment (ATV’s, trailers, forklifts, etc.) shall be conducted prior 
to final demobilization and departure from the incident or training site. The IST Logistics Section will 
require documentation that these inspections have been completed and that vehicles meet safety standards 
and are in good working order. The Logistics Manager will coordinate the inspections of all vehicles and 
support equipment as required and submit documentation to the IST Logistics Chief, POA Mob, or 
Transportation Officer as directed. UT-TF1 Logistics Managers maintain copies of the IST required 
inspection forms in their documentation file kit or clipboard. Copies of all documentation should be 
supplied to the Plans Sections whenever possible. 
 
Decontamination  
 
High priority should be given to the consideration for decontamination of task force vehicles and support 
equipment prior to departure from the incident or training site. The task force does not want contaminants 
to be spread throughout the return travel route or back into task force storage facilities. The IST Logistics 
Chief and Hazmat Coordinator can be contacted to inquire about decontamination resources that may 
have been set up to complete this process prior to departure from the incident location. UT-TF1 may be 
directed to a local truck or car wash facility. If the IST cannot provide this resource, UT-TF1 carries two 
(2) pressure washers within the cache that can be used to decontaminate the vehicles and support 
equipment. A proper location to conduct decontamination should be located and proper authority 
provided by the property owner to conduct such operations. The IST Logistics or IST Hazmat may be 
able to assist with locating and securing a proper location. The task force carries Tyvek suits that can be 
worn during decontamination procedures.  



 

 
 
 
Repair & Service  
 
The Logistics Manager shall coordinate any repairs or service that may be required for task force vehicles 
and support equipment. In some cases, damage reported to the IST Logistics Chief or ESF 9 Group 
Supervisor may not be able to be repaired until the task force returns home. Damage documented on 
FF119-7-1-1 forms and approved for repair by the IST Leader or ESF 9 Group Supervisor can be repaired 
upon return and cost submitted with deployment reimbursement documentation. 
 
 

IV. Medical  
 
Medical Screening   
 
Upon notification that the task force will be demobilized, the medical team should coordinate a plan for 
final medical screening procedures. This may include basic medical vitals and health screening including 
filling out various post incident health surveys or questionnaires that may be provided by the IST Medical 
Unit Leader. The task force medical team managers shall also be on alert for various signs of physical and 
mental stress affecting individuals or units of the task force who may have been involved in particularly 
difficult situations or operations for which their mental or physical health may have been compromised. 
The medical team shall monitor all task force members for any signs of post incident stress disorders and 
can consider a briefing on the signs and symptoms to all task force members prior to final demobilization 
and/or release upon return to home base. Task Force Members deployed to an incident should be 
monitored following the final operations period and during travel home for any of these signs and/or 
symptoms. The task force leaders and task force administration shall be informed of any post incident 
medical issues to be considered so that follow-up procedures can be conducted as may be needed.  
 
Injury Reporting  
 
Task force members are considered “Federalized Volunteers” as a result of being activated for 
deployment. Any injury, illness, or other medical condition requiring treatment or follow-up procedures 
will be treated as if the task force member was a federal employee. Reporting procedures will involve the 
completion of the appropriate Department of Labor illness, injury, or death, reporting forms in order to 
utilize the federal injury claims process. In the event that an injury results in lost time from work, the 
federal worker’s compensation process will be used to report the incident and be used to reimburse the 
task force member directly for a lost-time injury or illness. The IST Medical Officer, IST Leader and 
Program Manager shall be informed of any task force member related medical condition that arises as a 
result of participation while on deployment.  
 
Submission of Patient Reports  
 
Upon notification of demobilization of the task force, the medical team manager shall confer with the IST 
Medical Officer on the medical reports and/or forms that must be completed and filed with the IST prior 
to demobilization of the task force. This may include patient treatment reports, task force member injury 
or illness reports, and Department of Labor forms as may be indicated. Copies of all medical reports or 
records generated as a result of a deployment shall be forwarded to the Plans Team Manager in a secure 
envelope at the conclusion of the deployment. These medical documents shall be maintained by the task 
force as required by local, state, or federal guidelines and for future reference in the event of injury, 
illness, or follow-up claims and medical procedures.  



 

 
Follow-up Medical Screening  
 
Any reports of post-deployment medical issues should be forwarded to the UT-TF1 Medical Manager for 
review. The Medical Manager will work in conjunction with the affected individual’s personal physician, 
if required. All deployed task force members are considered federal employees for purposes of injury or 
illness reporting due to their participation on the deployment and the appropriate Department of Labor 
forms shall be completed. Any post-deployment injury or illness that may be associated with the 
deployment will also need to be considered for federal employee status. Federal worker’s compensation 
requirements may also be in effect for task force members who may lose time from work due to injury or 
illness as a result of the deployment.  
 
 
 
Critical Incident Stress Debriefing (CISD) 
 
Upon notification that the task force will be demobilized, the task force medical team manager shall 
confer with the IST Medical Unit Leader to determine if initial CISD will be required of individuals or the 
entire task force prior to final demobilization of the task force from the incident location. If CISD is to be 
conducted, the Program Manager, UT-TF1 Task Force Leader and Plans Team Manager shall be 
informed so that it can be included in scheduling for demobilization of the task force. In the event that 
CISD will be conducted upon return to the task force home base, the task force medical team managers 
inform the task force leaders who will provide notice to the Sponsoring Agency so that arrangements can 
be made in preparation for the return of the task force. The Sponsoring Agency Policies shall outline the 
process for establishing CISD meetings. In some cases, task force members travel significant distances to 
return home upon release from deployment. The task force will need to correspond with these members to 
follow up and coordinate CISD meetings at their respective home locations as may be required.  
 
 
 
Canine Medical Screening  
 
The canines also may require post-incident and/or post-deployment medical screening. The IST Medical 
Unit Leader can be contacted to inquire about Veterinary Medical Assistant Teams (VMATs) that may 
have been activated to support disaster efforts. The VMAT would have the capability to provide post-
incident health screenings for the canines prior to final demobilization of the task force. In the event that 
the canines do not receive post incident health screening prior to final demobilization and return home, 
the task force shall coordinate health screenings for canines as may be required as a result of their level of 
operations during deployment. Post-deployment health screenings are a reimbursable cost and should be 
highly considered when indicated by the activity levels that were experienced during the deployment.  
 
 

V. Reimbursement 
  
The National US&R Program has provided the task force with an electronic reimbursement document 
which is used to prepare the deployment reimbursement documentation for submission. Records of all 
deployment purchases via cash, receipts, invoices, credit card statements, etc. shall be maintained as 
documentation for the reimbursement process. Compensation, payroll, and fringe benefit records will be 
utilized to complete the task force payroll portion. Supporting documents such as the FEMA Form 
FF119-7-1-1 shall be included to support the replacement and/or repair of cache equipment.  
 



 

Credit Card Statements   
 
Statements for the UT-TF1 issued credit cards are directed to the UT-TF1 Program Office to enable the 
prompt payment of deployment expenses paid via credit card. Members who have been issued credit 
cards are provided a documentation folder upon activation in which to maintain receipts and a log of all 
purchases.  
 
 
Personnel Hours/Backfill Hours  
 
Task force personnel are compensated on a “portal to portal” basis generally meaning that they are paid 
from the time of activation until their return home. Time is calculated for each member depending 
whether they are affiliated with the sponsoring agency, a participating agency, or as an individual 
contracted member.  
 
 
 
Equipment Replacement & Cache Re-Supply  
 
Records of equipment and supply purchases to support the rehab of the equipment cache will be 
maintained and provided for the reimbursement process. Unless otherwise directed or approved by 
FEMA, all purchases must be referenced from the currently approved equipment cache list.  
 
 
 
Transportation & Services 
 
Records of approved contracted bus charter, air charter, and/r rental or leased vehicles shall be maintained 
and provided as reimbursement documentation. Vehicle maintenance and service costs related to the 
deployment are also authorized to be included in the costs to be reimbursed.  
 
 
 
Pharmaceuticals  
 
Most pharmaceuticals are provided and maintained per agreement with the pharmacy cache provider. 
Some are handled by UT-TF1 and through Unified Fire Authority. The pharmacy cache cannot be 
returned once it has been issued by the pharmacy and shall be entirely replaced under costs for the 
deployment. In some cases, the task force may direct the pharmacy to defer the replacement until some of 
the first expiration dates are met. For instance, it the task force deployed with the pharmacy cache and 
very few items were used, the pharmacy cache may be maintained by UT-TF1 in climate controlled 
conditions. If, during this time, the task force is deployed again the pharmacy cache will only be billed 
against one deployment with only minor pharmaceutical re-supply costs submitted on the other 
reimbursement claim.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Submission of Reimbursement Documentation   
 
The task force shall prepare the final reimbursement documentation and submit no later than 90 days after 
the date of the demobilization order. The task force is authorized to submit a pre-reimbursement estimate 
of compensation costs and receive up to 75% of those costs within 30-45 days of deployment. This will 
help the sponsoring agency to defray the costs for compensation paid out to the deployed members. This 
also reduces the financial responsibility held by the sponsoring agency until full reimbursement can be 
authorized by FEMA.  
 
 

VI. Sponsoring Agency Administrative Support  
 
 
POA Coordination   
 
Unified Fire Authority will assist non-deploying Plans and Logistics personnel with the coordination of 
the Point of Arrival (POA) for the task force upon return from deployment. The UT-TF1 Program Office 
or other designated location will need to be prepared for arrival of the task force and for the staging of 
family awaiting the arrival of their deployed task force member. Items to be considered include the setup 
of check in/check-out table, seating and tables, beverages, and cleaning of restrooms and general 
reception areas.  
 
 
Family Notification of Task Force Return  
 
The Program Manager, UT-TF1 support staff and the Unified Fire Authority will coordinate the 
notification of family members of the anticipated demobilization and arrival time of the task force. Non-
deploying Plans Team Managers can be tasked with supporting the scheduling of events in preparation for 
arrival of the task force. The list of events can be added to the “Family” website area on the UT-TF1 
website and a global connect call system can be utilized to notify the family points of contact of the 
impending arrival.  
 
 
Task Force Arrival Record Keeping   
 
Task Force administrative staff can be utilized to assist with documentation relating to the return of the 
task force. This includes out-processing procedures including time records, personal travel documents, 
and other related documentation needs.  
 
 
Media Coordination   
 
The Unified Fire Authority Public Information Officer (PIO) will assist with coordinating media coverage 
of the return of the task force. Press release information and distribution is handled by the Unified Fire 
Authority PIO Staging of media for the coverage of the return of the task force shall be coordinated in 
order to provide families the first opportunity to welcome back the task force. The media will be provided 
a briefing by one or more of the deployed task force leaders and access for interviews of deployed task 
force members will be on a voluntary basis only and as coordinated by Task Force leadership. The 
Unified Fire Authority can be contacted to assist with media relations in preparation for the return of the 
task force (801)742-7200.  
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